2014, Dec 13

SATURDAY HISTORY CALL

INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This # picks up the first available line.
B Conference Call:
C Skype:
D

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at
the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST
Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 860 – 970-0300; PIN 9467441#

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

Thank you!

BBS: • A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 300 each week; this week, we only need $ 16 for the radio.
Many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of other BBS programs; the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • They also need food & gas money; $350 for bills; $1000 for rent before Christmas!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the website:
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

Koran999@comcast.com

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can book a session with MR for a transformational clearing, too.

T:

if you have any trouble hearing, that means there is an issue with the sound and it is
an emergency - so call this number: 1-888- 429 – 5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

HARD NEWS:
T: the 12:12 energy has brought more energy than has ever been here before
• We are completion oriented! The old energy is done; the new world is here.
• Jan 2, 03 is the next time – happy quintesential day! We can say it 89 years from now
Craig Barnes: Guests: members of Dene Nation, Hopi nation, Sen Tom Udall, and people from the EPA
• the topic was how the EPA and the Federal Gov't come in and take their land for the uranium,
near Shiprock, NM
• These people were told what would happen if they messed with the violet flame in the earth
• They are beholden to the old energy which is no more: we don't need to split atoms any more –
we talk to the atoms and they talk to us
Camp Lovewave: had on a shaman eye doctor; works with eyes
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• talked of the pineal gland, the pituitary, the hypothalmas and how in certain meditiations, we can
go up the spine with the kundiline and connect with the great tree which the Rainbow Bridge
is part of; there are 9 realms, and we live in the realm called Midguard.
• all the elves, fairies, spirits are coming back in plain sight
• He said every day he gets a lecture about how things are moving quickly, and humans are
moving slowly
T: we are not really moving slowly anymore: some are flowing against the current: resistance is futile – we
will be assimilated by love!
• there were 10,000 or more in the one place in DC, but also all over the country!
• There was a march with 500 people in Santa Fe: police let them alone; big signs of Michael
Brown, Eric Gardner; a picture of a homeless man from Albuqueque who had mental health
issues not covered due to his lack of money; was affected by the ELF and ULF frequencies
• the shaman eye dr brought up the issue: as we have universal health care – there are already folks who
can re- grow their optic nerve: blind people can see again! Next step is Dr McCoy!
• The rats in the sack are going down with the ship; they are in an undescribable agony
• Mother comes to release everyone in that position.
Teran and Bear: with the 12:12 energy coming in, anything is possible and probable!
• There has been no RV, no global reset; no General Ham called President Ham: it is all BS!!!
• Obama is still the President!
• none of the stories out there are true: NESARA BLOGS AND FORUMS IS A BLACK OPS!
• There are other spiritual and political websites that are infiltrated by CIA or are CIA
• We need to comprehend this: there are energies that have never been here before; as we
seek the higher frequencies so we can discern at a higher place, then we will not even
question these things.
• these sites are clever: any time they mention re-valuation, dinars, any other concepts –
COMPLETE BLACK OPS – THIS HAS BEEN GOING ON SINCE 2004
Prince Harry called Rama today: Prince William did not sign any document regarding re-valuation!
• In answer to a question about why they are here: William, Kate came to talk to Barack about
Nesara & the next step: they know all about LM Nada, etc
T: Joe Wilson - on Al Jazeera on Tuesday
R: everything unravelling now is about the frequencies of transfiguration and the planet unveiling herself as
the 33rd member of the Intergalactic Confederation of Worlds.
• There about 500,000 or less lifeforms in dire need of embracing the higher heart – they have
already made their choice!
• All we are saying is give peace a chance!
T: enjoyed Barack and Steve Colbert from last week!
• There is so much convergence on so many levels: we can only be as grateful as we can be!
• We have experienced this all the way to this moment, and it will only get better and better!
R: when you stand in the beam and experience so much love in the cells, it is so expansive – and
everything comes up for you when you stand in the beam
T: do your best to release the time tables – the money we have been entrenched in
R: even though we are using forms of currency, money is obsolete when we are members of the
Intergalactic Conederation of Worlds – it does if is what we do as a culture
T: there are no timelines that we'll get from anyone; the best thing we can do is follow this higher energy
field that is presenting itself to all of us at the moment
• beautiful beings like Jon Stewart who has done a stellar job this week
• There are medical clinics being set up in all kinds of places around the world – people doing
things just because they thought it was necessary!
• Story on Thom Hartmann about a young woman & “Santa Without Chimneys” for kids without
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homes.
• Story of the young man now 17, gets a backpack for as many kids as he can reach and fill them
with toys and food and clothes so the kids are better off at Christmas, Easter and all year.
• These people have dedicated their lives to this and they did not know about NESARA.
• Al Sharpton gave a great speech at the march today!

Audio: Melissa Harris Perry – went very deep into subjects today
The December 13 ‘MHP’ Syllabus

12/12/14 06:36 PM

Dec 13, 2014
By Victoria Asbury

The struggle continues and the protesters persist. It’s been more than two weeks since a grand jury
decided not to indict Ferguson police officer Darren Wilson in the shooting death of Michael Brown;
it’s been more than 9 days since the same outcome was reached for a New York police officer
responsible for the choking death of Eric Garner. These non-indictments, the deaths of other
unarmed Black men and children—including 12 year-old Tamir Rice—caused by police officers, and
the heavy handed violent response of the state has prompted sustained protests throughout the
country. We’ll take the first hour of the program to talk about the purpose of the protests.
First, we’ll be joined by Shawn Torres and Benjamin Perry, two graduate students from Union
Theological Seminary. Torres and Perry both participated in protests against police brutality but had
vastly different experiences. While peacefully offering their selves up, Torres who is black was
arrested, while Perry, who is white was pushed away, thrown to the ground and told ‘Just get out of
here.’
Then, veteran organizers and activists will discuss what it takes to turn a march into a movement.
Our panelists include:
Frances Fox Piven, author of “Challenging Authority: How Ordinary People Change America“
Vince Warren, executive director of the Center for Constitutional Rights
Barbara Smith, author of “Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Around”
Carmen Perez, executive director of Gathering for Justice and co-founder of Justice League NYC
In the second hour of the show, we’ll shift our attention to the CIA interrogation program. Did the
program cross the line? Is torture ever appropriate? Did medical professionals protect or prolong
abuse? Was the program effective… and does that even matter? Frances Piven and Vince Warren
will be joined by Earl Catagnus, assistant professor of History and Security Studies at Valley Forge
Military College, and Dr. Sandeep Jauhar, author of “Doctored: The Disillusionment of an American
Physician.”
Then: under the radar. Mark Greenblatt, national investigative correspondent at Scripps, joins us to
discuss the little known, yet frightening, secret about military sexual offenders: many live amongst us
without registering with public sex offenders registries. Greenblatt will be joined by Anu Bhagwati,
former Captain of the U.S. Marines and executive director of Service Women’s Action Network.
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/the-december-13-mhp-syllabus-0

Two protesters arrested, with two different results
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/one-protest--two-results-371762243527
Melissa Harris-Perry talks about how the struggle of the civil rights movement in 1965 mirrors the
movement that has sprung up from the protests in Ferguson following the shooting of Michael
Brown. Then, Rev. Shawn Torres and Benjamin Perry describe what they believe were racialized
responses from the police during a protest in New York .
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What it takes to build a movement
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/what-it-takes-to-build-a-movement371762243711
Frances Fox Piven, Vince Warren, Barbara Smith and Carmen Perez talks about what it takes to
build a sustainable movement and the role of police in galvanizing the energy of protesters in a
movement.
LGBT activists gear up the next battle
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/lgbt-activists-gear-up-the-nextbattle-371764291742
As the racial justice movement to end police violence continues to gain momentum, the LGBT
rights movement has turned its attention to a new front in the fight for LGBT equality. Frances Fox
Piven, Vince Warren, Barbara Smith and Carmen Perez join to discuss the intersection of the
racial justice, feminist and LGBT rights movements.
March against police violence underway in DC
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/march-against-police-violenceunderway-in-dc-371760195938
Trymaine Lee reports from the march against police violence in Washington, DC. Frances Fox
Piven, Vince Warren, Barbara Smith and Carmen Perez talk about the effectiveness of the protest
strategies being used by activists in the demonstrations against no indictment decisions in the
case of Eric Garner and Michael Brown.

FBI joins investigation into teen’s death
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/fbi-joins-investigation-into-teensdeath-371765827667
Melissa Harris-Perry gives an update on the investigation of African American teen Lennon Lacy’s
death in North Carolina.

Should it matter if torture is effective?
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/should-it-matter-if-torture-iseffective—371768387640
The debate on how the U.S. treats suspected terrorists has often come down to this question: Do
enhanced interrogation techniques work? And if torture is morally and legally wrong, should it
matter if it works? Earl Catagnus Jr., Dr. Sandeep Jauhar, Frances Fox Piven and Vince Warren
join to discuss.

Critical questions face the torture debate
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/should-it-matter-if-torture-iseffective—371768387640
Vince Warren, Frances Fox Piven, Earl Catagnus Jr. and Dr. Sandeep Jauhar discuss what
American values are when it comes to enhanced interrogation techniques.

Hundreds of military sex offenders not on public registries
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/hundreds-of-sex-offenders-not-onregistries-371771971506
A new report by Scripps News reveals that more than 200 military sex offenders are not on public
registries. Scripps News reporter Mark Greenblatt and Anu Bhagwati, Executive Director of the
Service Women’s Action Network, discuss if the military’s current system enables these convicted
sex offenders to evade registration.
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‘Growing pains’ of a movement
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/growing-pains-of-a-movement371772995854
Protesters line up for the “Justice for All” demonstration in DC Saturday. Msnbc reporter Trymaine
Lee joins Melissa Harris-Perry to talk about how the activism stemming from the Ferguson
protests is shaping the movement against police brutality in the U.

How LeBron James is winning on and off the court
http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/how-lebron-is-winning-on-and-offthe-court-371776067888
Melissa Harris-Perry details LeBron James’ recent activities, from donning a shirt that read “I
Can’t Breathe” -- the rallying cry in the wake of Eric Garner’s death, to meeting Britain’s Prince
William and Kate Middleton.

Weekends with Alex Witt

12/13/14

Senate meets in rare Saturday session
http://www.msnbc.com/alex-witt/watch/senate-meets-in-rare-saturday-session371771971844
Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., tells Alex Witt why he voted against the $1.1 trillion dollar spending
bill, as well as how the CIA torture report will impact U.S. efforts to promote human rights abroad.

Sex assault survivor on going public
http://www.msnbc.com/alex-witt/watch/sex-assault-survivor-on-going-public371771459938
Katie Hnida, a campus rape survivor and public speaker, talks with Alex Witt about her shocking
experience going public after suffering from campus sexual assault, and demystifies why many
sexual assault victims wait to report attacks or do not report at all.
Senate takes on spending bill
http://www.msnbc.com/alex-witt/watch/senate-takes-on-spending-bill-371772483636
Former Bush-Cheney Senior Advisor Robert Traynham and former Democratic Vermont Governor
and DNC Chairman Howard Dean join Alex Witt to discuss who has the most at stake in the
‘Cromnibus’ fight over a provision rolling back limits on big banks, and whether congressional
leaders will be able to remove it before the looming deadline.
CIA torture report fuels calls for prosecution
www.msnbc.com/ alex-witt/ watch/ cia-torture-report-fuels-calls-for-prosecution
-371711555676
New York Times Chief Washington Correspondent David Sanger discusses with Alex Witt whether
he believes key CIA officers will be prosecuted as a result of emerging details from the torture
report, as well as how the impact of these revelations about the agency compare to the U.S.
drone campaign.
Al Sharpton's presentation at the march on Washington, DC
Can't find a video
Is culture to blame for policing issue?
http://www.msnbc.com/weekends-with-alex
Ekow Yankah of The Cardozo School of Law and The Washington Post’s Radley Balko talk
about the march and rally attended by thousands of people Saturday in DC to protest police
violence.
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Interrogator reacts to CIA torture report
http://www.msnbc.com/alex-witt/watch/interrogator-reacts-to-cia-torture-report371775043508
Robert McFadden, Senior Vice President at The Soufan Group and former NCIS Special Agentin-Charge, shares his insight with Alex Witt on the efficacy of torture and the debate inside the
intelligence community about the CIA interrogation and detention program.

The Daily Show – Jon Stewart
http://thedailyshow.cc.com/videos/sb9jfq/fiends-with-benefits
T: good on us for focusing and listening for so long to so much information! Glad we did this, and that
the information was being put out!
• The author Norman Lear will be heard after the conference call.
• This has been a pivotal week; the energy that has come 12: 12 is so important:
• Reading: the first paragraphs of The 12:12 Activation

[Just Below]

2014, Dec 12 The 12:12 Activation~ message from Archangel Gabriel channeled by
Shanta Gabriel
http://spiritlibrary.com/spiritual-entities/archangel-gabriel
Dear Ones,
The 12:12 Activation on December 12 will bring the highest frequencies ever encoded in the
Light of the Christ Consciousness to the planet for transformation of the Earth and all beings.
Through the power of the associated gateways held open by the Archangels at the 11:11, a new
force of the Christ Consciousness will be made available during the 12:12 Activation. The power
of this awakening energy enables each person to have the experience of the Christ Light at the
moment of the 12:12 Coding. Once experienced you will not fall back into old ways, as the
Golden Christ Light literally expunges from your being frequencies that no longer serve you.
Transformed by Light, the cells awaken to the coding embedded by your soul. This activation
has been held in abeyance until the earth consciousness would support mass awakening.
Awareness and preparation are key signatures for the transformation available through the
Christ Light. That time is Now.

Musical Break
ASTROLOGY – Richard
2014, December 10
Forecast

Pele Report, Astrology

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=fkI6DVf3qsU

Just calm down said the spider to the fly,
All that lives certainly will die,
Peace will come within the more you know,
Everything that comes will one day go.
12.10.2014.chart
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As I mention in the report, the important item to remember in this mantra is everyTHING. The Spirit
is eternal and the rest is temporal. As the revolving door of life speeds up these days, it is hard not to
go into fear/panic at the unpredictable nature of life. And yet it is fear, with its roots in egoic
separation, that actually is the creator of the illusion of uncertainty! The High Self sits in serene
stillness through the tornado stirring the 3D world…. Time to tap into that space where loss and
death are nothing more than the spinning wheels of time…. whoa… did I say that? Ha ha! Injoy!
music by the beautiful Adey:

http://adey.bandcamp.com/

• In the next month, we'll go through a change of position in Sagittarius for the last 2 months;
Mercury has been trailing the sun's position, now Mercury is leading the sun behind Venus.
• Venus just went into Capricorn, and will be conjuncting Pluto soon [Dec 20] square Uranus, then
Mercury and Sun will conjunct Pluto as we approach Dec 21
• Over the last couple of months, the new moons have been in the 1st degree – this month will be at
1* Capricorn - new moon close to the changing of the signs
• Jupiter is close to trine Mercury
Mon: Uranus exactly square Pluto; moon in Libra
Tues: moon will oppose Uranus at midnight, and squares Pluto same time
• Mercury goes into Capricorn at night
Wed: Moon in Scorpio around 10am; then it sextiles sun and Mercury, trines Venus
Thurs: still in Scorpio
Fri: moon still in Scorpio until 5 pm; conjuncts Saturn at the close of the business week – when
stock exchange closes! Stock exchanges dropped 700 pts this week.
Sat: a busy day with aspects: Venus exactly square Uranus with moon in Sag; Venus conjuncts
Pluto on the 20th
Sun: On the solstice, Uranus goes stationary turning direct
23rd Saturn into sag; Mercury square Uranus on Christmas Eve & moon will conjunct Mars late at
night
24th – Mercury conjunct Pluto
Reads from Dane Rudyard: a fire worshipper meditates on the ultimate realities of existence
[fire represents spirit ]; a subjective quest for ultimates beyond the interplay of life and death
processes. Are we ready to demonstrate our will to transcendence?
Reading: Uranus Pluto Square: December 14/15th 2014 ~

[SEE BELOW]

Conference Call
T: an intensely changeful day – after all that information!
• Tell them about watching Caught on Camera: a triangular ship, some strange sea creatures out of
Alaska
• No, the Loch Ness “monsters” are not human miscreations
R: there are creatures that have been on the earth from the very beginning
• they are reptilians, very ancient dinasours that have been here since the beginning!
• Sasquatch are covered with fur; very smart – ones in the Himilayas are Yetis!
Caller2: Mother Sekmet talking about practicing travelling in our merkaba – dreamt a few days ago of
flying and went over a cliff to practice landing softly;
• a black panther & her babies came up to her and wrapped herself around the dreamer,
• Thinks was getting some lessons there for a job well done. Once came as a snow lion
T: Mother's job is awesome
Caller: is anyone saying anything about N being announced before Christmas?
T: won't tell us – but since the Civil riights movement, she has not seen the energy of so many people in
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movement
Tommy: asked about their electric bill which was so high the last time
T: KOS got on the line with the company; the bill was adjusted; this month it was as it should have been
Tommy: can look at things as all fiction: was hard get his head around this idea until he learned some of
the later stuff; the court system, the judicial system is a microcosm of the macrocosm of our lives.
• When people get a statement in the mail, who is making it? No body – it's fiction! It's not a true
bill - we are tricked with words: it's really a statement.
• We are not residents in our homes: that is fiction; we domicile in the home. The IRS set up zip
codes to attach to the house; we the people
• A true bill is what is signed in Congress; the “bill” we get is not that – it's a statement.
T: yes; and, in the end, we still have to pay!
Tommy: explains the entire idea of how our lives are fiction; how mind control also applies to us even
beyond our imagination!
• The birth certificate says we are incompetent
T: she does understand all he is saying, and she would rather not continue the loop he is describing
• when we maintain the power of the positive thought, we can make a few changes
• She has long let that go – yes, she knows the contract [with the property management co] is
fiction
Tommy: knowing this is part of the truth telling, and he had to learn it all
T: there is another space, and she is working on that – knows people who never eat, get sick, or get cold
• she is doing everything she can to disengage – the power is truly within.
Tommy: yes, it is in the acceptance of it all. To live and practice the sovereign way is
• the only thing that transcends is our I - mage – i – nation
T: that reality i[about learning sovereignty] is diminishing greatly • Yes, it's true: people living in the mountains does not equal sovereignty – only survival
T: enjoyed so much the wisdom teacher on M H-P today: the young people learning the value of linking
together and cooperating is a new and different energy from the idea of getting our soverignty
Tommy: the point is about the intention: our mind can move mountains: people could sit at home with a
serious purpose and with laser focus and transform the reality
T: yes, that is good and well and true, and the younger group is doing things at ages we never knew about
– even 7 years old helping other. The process is moving faster than it ever has before because of
the work the previous generation has done; the younger people do not have to repeat what we
did.
Tommy: talks about the intentional experiments of Lynn McTaggart – it is the emotion behind the
experiments that make them successful.
• Talks about moving mountains by intention
T: invites him to Cheryl's call because all we do there is work with intention.
• Mother says it is the most important thing we can do, and he is right in what he said.
Tommy: we have been extremely distracted in the matrix
Caller from Atlanta: talking about the current legislation – wants to understand the President's position
some more: he was making personal appearances with Jamie Dimon – what are we really seeing?
T: he is playing on a triple chess board with KOS, Ashtar, and the others
• and then there is Kissinger, McCain, Boehner etc on the other side
• He is a galactic commander, over lighted by El Morya; stopped 49 wars as Akbar the Great
• India is where Lemuria went, and the current Indian President is not a good person!
R: lots of irons in the fire: it is about galactic intervention
T: tells Tommy not to worry about the common law vs the other – this is happening at such a high level, and
these guys are scared – the linear game is not what is going on
Tommy:
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BBS:
MUSIC: Celtic Women –
T is saying we need to go to the site and look at the scenery: just beautiful. And, in spite of the cold, we
need to get outside and get in touch with Mother Earth! That is the message they are getting from
all the messengers.
Audio: Jackie Evanko – this is her 3rd program on PBS; interviewer was talking to her father.
Audio: Bill Moyers and Ta-Nehisi Coates on the Case for Reparations May 19, 2014
discussion about what happened in Ferguson and NYC
the indisputable fact is that black young men have a 20% higher chance of being killed than white
young men
Bill Moyers and Ta-Nehisi Coates on the Case for Reparations
This week Bill Moyers speaks with Ta-Nehisi Coates, a senior editor at The Atlantic, about
“The Case for Reparations,” his cover story for the magazine’s June issue, which will be
published on Wednesday. In it, Coates writes about why America needs to come to terms
with its racist past, and the moral debt and real damage it has inflicted upon generations of
black Americans. The article, previewed below by The Atlantic, is the result of over two years
of research by Coates.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=xyqEi-XREew
Audio: Rachel Maddow

http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show

Banks press to keep risky moves covered by taxpayers
Rachel Maddow explains the basic workings of the bank bailout provision in the spending bill
that has sparked the ire of liberals and conservatives, putting taxpayers on the hook should
risky debt swaps lead to losses like the lead-up to the 2008 crisis.
Media misses focus of Democrats’ objection to bank provision
Rachel Maddow explains that the Democratic objections to the bank provision in the
spending bill is about the specific issue of putting taxpayers on the hook for that particular
risky bank behavior, and not simply undirected tea party-like disruption.
Audio: The Last Word

2014, Dec 10

Cheney on torture: ‘I would do it again’
Fmr. VP Cheney defends the CIA’s “enhanced interrogation tactics” under the Bush
administration, and claims the techniques were not torture and saved American lives.
Cheney: Senate torture report is ‘full of crap’
Cheney gave a full defense of CIA interrogation tactics & dodged a question about one of the
agency’s methods - “rectal rehydration.” Valerie Plame & Michael Hirsh discuss.
2014, Dec 14 Cheney slams Senate torture report, says practices were effective
Updated 12/11/14 07:59 AM
By Joy Y. Wang
“I think we were fundamentally justified and I would do it again in a minute,” said former Vice
President Dick Cheney on Wednesday about the Bush administration’s use of “enhanced
interrogation techniques” now characterized as torture in a scathing Senate report.
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“Torture is something we very carefully avoided.”
Former Vice President Dick Cheney
Cheney spoke with FOX News’ Bret Baier in response to the report, which graphically described
brutal treatment of detainees. He called the report a “terrible piece of work” that was “deeply
flawed” because it failed to interview key people involved in the program.
RELATED: Should Bush be prosecuted for torture?
Revelations also included the claim that torturing terrorism suspects yielded no actionable
intelligence. “The report’s full of crap,” Cheney shot back. “It did in fact produce actionable
intelligence that kept us safe from attacks.”
He added that “The work that was done was absolutely essential” and said that the intelligence
gathered by the methods yielded information that included a warning about a potential attack on
the West Coast.
“I am totally comfortable with it,” Cheney said. “We had reporting that al Qaeda was trying to get
their hands on nuclear weapons, that they had been dealing with Pakistanis, who had nuclear
weapons.”
“[Enhanced interrogation] did in fact produce actionable
intelligence that kept us safe from attacks.”
Former vice president Dick Cheney
During the interview, the ex-vice president insisted that the Bush administration had worked with
Justice Department lawyers and the office of the general counsel in particular to ensure the
“enhanced interrogation practices” used were legal.
“Torture is something we very carefully avoided,” he said. “One of the reasons we went to the
Justice Department is because we wanted to know specifically what was legal and what was not.”
When asked about the detail in the Senate report that one detainee was rectally fed a puree of
food and that rectal rehydration was also used, Cheney said he had no specific knowledge of that
but again focused on the justification for the methods.
“Three thousand Americans died on 9/11 because of what these guys did,” he said of the
detainees. “And I have no sympathy for them.”
That sentiment also extended to Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the alleged mastermind of the
attacks who was reportedly waterboarded 183 times in a single month. “He is in our possession
and he is the architect [of 9/11], what are supposed to do? Kiss him on the cheeks?” Cheney said.
“We did what we had to do.”
RELATED: The 10 most disturbing revelations in the CIA torture report
He specifically defended the practice of waterboarding. “It was not deemed torture by our lawyers
— and it worked,” Cheney said, adding that the drowning simulation was used in training the
country’s own intelligence operatives.
The CIA was reportedly so concerned by the legality of the practices that it double checked with
the Bush administration after President George W. Bush condemned torture at the 2003 U.N.
International Day in Support of Victims of Torture. Shortly afterward, Cheney said “that the CIA
was executing administration policy in carrying out its interrogation program,” according to the
Senate report. He reiterated that sentiment in Wednesday’s interview.
He repeatedly commended the CIA for doing “a hell of a job” and said the Senate report
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amounted to “throwing professionals under the bus.” Cheney also focused on the national mood
and challenges the Bush administration faced in the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 attacks.
In response to Sen. Mark Udall’s blistering criticism Wednesday of the CIA’s practices and his call
for accountability at the highest levels, the former vice president was unfazed.
“I don’t know where he was on 9/11, but he wasn’t in the bunker,” Cheney said.
RELATED: Mark Udall offers scathing condemnation of Obama’s CIA
He also noted that they began the drone program, and that he had no concerns about treating the
detainees according to the Geneva Convention.
“Remember the terrorists were not covered by the Geneva Convention. They were not entitled to
the normal courtesies,” he said, adding that he’s certain that detainees now are “being treated
very reasonably.”
The Justice Department conducted a criminal investigation into the interrogation program in 2009,
and a senior administration official told msnbc’s Joy Reid Tuesday that the attorney general’s
office had no plans to reopen the case. Nonetheless, human rights advocates have been calling
for accountability at the highest levels of government and for assurances that the U.S. would
never again use such shocking practices.

http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/cheney-slams-senate-torture-report-says-practiceswere-effective
Audio: The Last Word – Laurence O'Donnell
Malala accepts Nobel Peace Prize
Lawrence talks about the amazing honor bestowed on Malala Yousafzai, and how her message
of education and peace is a great reminder of the good the KIND Fund does.
Malala: ‘Let this be the last time’
Malala makes a powerful Nobel speech and Lawrence talks with the correspondent who first met
her family in 2009, three years before the Taliban’s attempt on her life.
[SEE BELOW]
Over $1 million raised for Malawian girls
The Last Word’s “Kids In Need of Desks” fund with UNICEF which also grants scholarships for
girls in Malawi reached a milestone this week.
Audio: Abby Martin / Breaking the Set
2014, Dec 12
Executing the mentally ill, cop fraternities & aid to Gaza: terrorism or charity?
Abby Martin discusses the execution of a man with an IQ of 70 in the state of Georgia and why
his trial was absurdly flawed from the beginning. The corporate media’s reaction to the Senate
torture report and why the issue’s suddenly turned into a partisan debate. Collette Flanagan, the
mother of Clinton Allen, shot and killed by a police officer in Dallas last year, about her son’s story
and the work of Mothers Against Police Brutality. The spending bill about to be voted on by
Congress and the various ways that it screws over regular Americans. Finally, Miko Peled, author
of ‘The General’s Son’, about why many Islamic charities are being deemed terrorist
organizations.

Audio: The Daily Show – Jon Stewart
http://thedailyshow.cc.com/videos/h3d8hb/america-s-got-torture
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http://thedailyshow.cc.com/extended-interviews/5w0t8r/suki-kim-extended-interview
http://thedailyshow.cc.com/full-episodes/mjgsgz/december-9--2014---kathrynbigelow---juan-zarate
http://thedailyshow.cc.com/full-episodes/ddh4e9/december-8--2014---norman-lear
Audio: [KR692] Keiser Report: Debt Meteor Approaching Earth
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=QgcuDaPGdQ8
We believe that ‘something’s gotta give’ as the real world continues to tumble while equity
markets continue rising – and not everyone is ‘lovin’ it.’ We also compare the debt curse to the oil
curse. In the second half, Max interviews equity crowdfunding pioneer, Simon Dixon of
BankToTheFuture.com, about the latest in CrowdFunding 2.0 as both the political and financial
space is disinter mediated.

Reading: earth fairies - gnomes
Music: Rumi will take us home tonight!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014, Dec 13 Uranus Pluto Square: December 14/15th 2014~
http://www.mysticmamma.com/uranus-pluto-square-december-1415th-2014/
Here we go, on December 14th/15th we reach the 6th of 7 Pluto Uranus Square configurations that
began activating since 2012. These cosmic configurations are like trigger points of our collective
awakening/evolution.
Here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights from our beloved featured astrologers shedding light
on the collective energies of the times.
First from the wise CATHY PAGANO from her Wisdom of Astrology:
“These planets first came together to begin a new cycle of evolution and revolution in the mid-60s
in Virgo (the sign of personal integrity), beginning the revolution that is continuing today regarding
the environment, women’s rights, civil rights, holistic health, healthy foods, workers’ rights and
spiritual awareness.
“During the 60s, these energies gave rise to new ideas and beliefs which went against the grain of
the culture. During the past 50 years, our society has integrated some parts of these revolutionary
energies, but not all.
“Now these new beliefs and values need to be rooted more securely in our collective mindset.
Our economic and social structures no longer serve the people and it’s time to re-set our course,
away from manipulation and domination and into real freedom and individual responsibility.
“A square is a 90* angle which brings about a change in direction, a re-orientation of
consciousness. A square’s energy lets you know that you’ve come to a crossroads and now you
must choose which path to take.
“A square calls for decisive action which often entails struggle and assertive action, often causing
lots of inner tension and friction but also opening up our awareness to new possibilities.
“The energies of these two specific planets can be explosive, but also enlivening. Pluto is deep,
powerful life-energy. Uranus is out-of-the-blue electrical discharge, the spark of life. Together they
are brewing new life. We are challenged to act on these new possibilities. If we repress them, those
life-giving energies will turn poisonous and implode.
“This square between Pluto and Uranus is very polarizing. We are seeing many examples of that
polarization between Pluto (the old) and Uranus (the new)…As the polarization gets wider, we are
seeing all the cracks in our democracy.
“This 6th square between Pluto and Uranus will bring up issues of balance and cooperation,
especially because both Mercury Venus are involved…Since Venus is the energy of harmony, love,
beauty, and unification and Mercury promotes better communication, perhaps we can expect some
actual change to happen both within and without.
“…The next step is for us to open our higher consciousness to a new vision of what we want our
lives to look like so we can create a more sustainable and responsible way of living in the world and
in connection to Mother Earth.
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“Our deepest connection must be to the Earth right now, since that’s where the answers to our
problems will come from. We have to remember we are Earth’s children as well as children of
Heaven, and realign ourselves with the World Soul—the consciousness of Mother Earth.
“This consciousness is available to each of us when we listen to life with our imaginations and
open to our dreams. We’ve been trained to ignore and vilify the very things that can connect us to
each other and to the Earth. Right now, we need to find some Wisdom to deal with these changes,
and Mother Earth and our own souls can help us if we listen.
“This is the challenge of our times—to open to our own brilliance and re-create the world. We
have to become conscious co-creators of life—we have to consciously evolve ourselves and our
society to the next stage of human awareness.”
© Copyright 2014 ~CATHY PAGANO All Rights Reserved.
From the wonderful DIPALI DESAI and her Celestial Space Astrology:
“We are in the heart of the symbolic storm of change and highly creative raw potential as we fast
approach the sixth aspect and symbolic activation of Uranus in Aries – retrograde ‘Square’ Pluto in
Capricorn at 12 degrees on December 14th/15th, 2014.
“As always, astrological aspects are not a one day event, rather, like a wave in the Ocean that
builds and then peaks, astrological aspects have a similar pattern.
“Yet this particular major astrological transit will leave portion untouched. Everything changes and
sometimes in extreme ways with Uranus/Pluto square.
“As this stage of the major astrological aspect between Uranus ‘Square’ Pluto, the themes and
issues are very familiar to each of us that have been consciously addressing and growing alongside
of this aspect for the last two years or so…”
“…It is very likely that our personal metamorphosis may feel chaotic, painful and very
uncomfortable. Breathe and allow it, know it won’t last and it is a moving energetic flow. Then we are
moving along with it all than clenching down and blocking the flow of energy.
“Truly, we may not be in control over the evolutionary force or how long things last in the growth
and or healing, yet we have the option to make a conscious powerful choice to move with ease and
effortlessness through non-resistance and knowing we are guided and supported by all of life and
the Divine.
“Yes, survival issues are up now for some people. Money, job, health, life/death…’Can I survive?
‘Will I or this relationship make it?’
“Transforming this into a higher perspective is, ‘What is the main Spiritual insight and purpose of
this issue or situation? What am I learning about empowerment and trust? How may I be
empowered and understand that this is helping me to outgrow one into another?’ ‘What are the steps
to really live and thrive in my life than merely survive it?’
“These are helpful ways to begin to perceive issue/situation from a higher point of view (rising
beyond dualistic thinking of right/wrong and good and bad of the egoic mind). Yes you will make it
through. You are an empowered being as Soul, you can choose to express from this point to help
yourself and your life.
“Uranus/Pluto Square suggests deep internal pressure and tension building to its peak almost
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demanding attention for transformation and change. This major transit signifies upheaval and
upsetting the status quo.
“So deep-seated fears, anxieties, worries, addictive tendencies arise easily as these are in the
way of trusting Life and the Divine that this is part of the unfolding to expand Consciousness and
love on the planet and in yourself as well as in our life.
“It is a no-nonsense energy with a driven focus and with such extraordinarily raw potential as well.
Yet the old order, way of life, self-image, relationship, habit whatever..has to go. It leaves space for
something else to appear. The main key: Evolution.”
© Copyright 2014 ~DIPALI DESAI All Rights Reserved.
From the always insightful DIVINE HARMONY:
“We are heading into the 11th hour of the Uranus/Pluto square frequency that has been
dominating our personal and collective experience since 2012.
“In june of 2012 the first Uranus/Pluto square in a series of 7 was exact- yet it was in 2011 (when
the Fukushima tsunami happened) that Uranus moved into Aries, which woke up the collective
anger, rage and need to take action. This coincided with the start of the rebellions and revolutions
around the world. This was also the astrology that incited the occupy movement.
“At the heart of this energy is profound and transformational awakening! Yet often times humans
choose intense experiences as the means to awakening. So over the last 3 years we are likely to
have experienced breakdowns first- before the breakthroughs could come in and take hold…
“Well we are in the 11th hour of that high-energy frequency. This sunday the 6th of 7 Uranus/Pluto
squares is exact- with the last occurring in march of 2015. These next several months look to be
incredibly powerful!
“For one- the inner planets are all triggering Uranus and Pluto, which brings this collective energy
into our personal experience.”
“…This brings in game-changing energy… if we have said we are done with the past and all the
old ways of doing and being that no longer serve us but we have yet to really make the necessary
changes, this is the time the Universe asks us to step up.
“…All of us have experienced Uranus square Pluto in some way in the last 3 years (even if it’s just
by being a human on this planet and watching what is going on around you). If you happen to have
planets or angles anywhere from 8 to 16 degrees of aries/cancer/libra/capricorn you have been in
the line of transformational fire!
“…The good news right now is that Jupiter in Leo dominates much of the sky, because he is the
planetary ruler (aka dispositor) of all the Sagittarius planets. So we are all gifted with the ability to
rise above, see the Bigger Picture and have trust and faith in the outcomes and circumstances
appearing in our lives!
“Sadge sees the silver lining and Sadge sees the glass as half full. When we are able to see the
positive side of things and be grateful for our life experiences- even when they come with intensitywe will attract more positive things and we will experience greater growth.
“…The Highest expression of Uranus is liberation and awakening and the Highest expression of
Pluto is empowerment and transformation. The opportunities and possibilities for all of the above to
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happen over the next 6-7 weeks are significant!
“…These are the cycles of life: what goes up must come down, what grows must get pruned, what
is born must eventually die. When we can embrace these cycles- rather than resist them- then we
will be working WITH the natural cycles of evolution.
“It’s only when we accept what is that we can really start to work on creating change.
“This is the tipping point at which we move away from being victims of circumstance to becoming
masters of all we experience. Mastery does not mean we have control over everything- it means we
have control over the few things that really matter: ourselves and our reactions or perceptions of
what life brings us. Attitude is everything! “
© Copyright 2014 ~DIVINE HARMONY All Rights Reserved.
Hear Stevie singing…May we sail through the changing ocean tides, may we handle the seasons of our
lives~~~
Blessings to all!
~MM
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2014, Dec 13 Frances Fox Piven

A guest on M H-P today

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Frances Fox Piven
Born Frances Fox
October 10, 1932 (age 82)
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Citizenship
USA
Fields
Political science, Sociology
Institutions
Boston University, City University of New York
Alma mater
University of Chicago (B.A., M.A., Ph.D.)
Spouse
Herman Piven (divorced)
Richard Cloward (until his death, 2001)
Frances Fox Piven (born October 10, 1932)[1] is an American professor of political science and
sociology at The Graduate Center, City University of New York, where she has taught since 1982.[2]
Previously, she had been a member of the political science faculty at Boston University.
Contents
1 Life and education
2 Career
2.1 Activism and legislation
2.2 Writings
3 Honors and awards
4 Bibliography
5 References
6 External links
Life and education
Piven was born in Calgary, Alberta, Canada,[2] of Russian Jewish immigrant parents,[3] Rachel (née
Paperny) and Albert Fox, a storekeeper.[4][5] Piven immigrated to the United States when she was one
and was naturalized as a United States Citizen in 1953.[2] She was raised in Jackson Heights, Queens,
New York. She attended P.S. 148 and Newtown High School.[6] She received a B.A. in City Planning in
1953, an M.A. in 1956, and a Ph.D. in 1962, all from the University of Chicago.[2] She attended on a
scholarship and she waitressed for living expenses.[6]
Career
Part of a series on Socialism in the United States
New Harmony community, as proposed by Robert Owen
History[show]
Parties and organizations
Active[show]
Former[show]
People[show]
Literature[show]
Related topics[show]
Piven was married to her long-time collaborator Richard Cloward until his death in 2001.[2] Together with
Cloward, she wrote an article in the May 1966 issue of The Nation titled "The Weight of the Poor: A
Strategy to End Poverty" advocating increased enrollment in social welfare programs in order to collapse
that system and force reforms, leading to a guaranteed annual income.[7][8] This political strategy has
been referred to as the "Cloward–Piven strategy".[9] During 2006/07 Piven served as the President of the
American Sociological Association.[10]
While at Boston University, she and her political science department colleagues Murray Levin and
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Howard Zinn refused to go back to work after the settlement of the 1979 American Association of
University Professors strike. Clerical and support staff had also gone out on strike at the time of the
AAUP, and Piven, Levin, Zinn and others refused to cross their picket line. The "B.U. Five" were
threatened with dismissal by B.U. President John Silber.[11]
Silber later backed down, and Piven and the others eventually returned to the classroom.[12] Piven
eventually left B.U. for C.U.N.Y.
Activism and legislation
Throughout her career, Piven has combined academic work with political action.[13] In 1968, she signed
the “Writers and Editors War Tax Protest” pledge, vowing to refuse tax payments in protest against the
Vietnam War.[14] In 1983 she co-founded Human SERVE (Service Employees Registration and Voter
Education), an organization with the goal of increasing voter registration by linking voter registration
offerings with the use of social services or state Departments of Motor Vehicles. Human SERVE's
initiative was incorporated by the National Voter Registration Act of 1993, colloquially known as the
"Motor Voter Bill".[2]
She is a member of the Democratic Socialists of America and serves[15] as one of the eight honorary
chairs of that organization.[16]
Piven also engaged Milton Friedman in a debate in the PBS television series Free to Choose[17]
Writings
Some of Piven's major works include[18] Regulating the Poor written with Richard Cloward, first
published in 1972 and updated in 1993, which is a scrutiny of government welfare policy and how it is
used to exert power over lower class individuals;[19] Poor Peoples' Movements, published in 1977, an
analysis of how rebellious social movements can induce important reforms;[20] Why Americans Don't
Vote, published in 1988 and a follow up book Why Americans Still Don't Vote published in 2000, each of
which look at the role of current American electoral practices which tend to discourage the poor working
class from exercising their right to vote;[21] The War at Home published in 2004, a critical examination of
the domestic results of the wars allegedly initiated by the Bush administration;[22] Challenging Authority:
How Ordinary People Change America, a look at the interaction of disruptive social movements and
electoral politics in generating the political force for democratic reform in American history.[23]
Honors and awards
American Sociological Association Career Award for the Practice of Sociology (2000)
Charles McCoy Career Achievement Award of the Caucus for a New Political Science of the American
Political Science Association (2004)
Mary Lepper Award of the Women's Caucus of the American Political Science Association (1998)
American Sociology Association Lifetime Achievement Award for Political Sociology
Tides Foundation Award for Excellence in Public Advocacy (1995)
Annual Award of the National Association of Secretaries of State (1994)
President's Award of the American Public Health Association (1993)
Lee/Founders Award of the Society for the Study of Social Problems
Eugene V. Debs Foundation Prize
C. Wright Mills Award[24]
Bibliography
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The War at Home: The Domestic Costs of Bush's Militarism (New Press, 2004, ISBN 978-1-59558092-4)
Challenging Authority: How Ordinary People Change America (Rowman and Littlefield, 2006, ISBN
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978-0-7425-6316-2)
With Richard Cloward
Regulating the Poor: The Functions of Public Welfare (Pantheon, 1971, 2nd ed: Vintage, 1993, ISBN
978-0-679-74516-7)
Poor People's Movements: Why they Succeed, How they Fail (Pantheon, 1977, ISBN 978-0-39472697-7)
New Class War: Reagan's Attack on the Welfare State and Its Consequences (Pantheon, 1982, ISBN
978-0-394-70647-4)
Why Americans Don't Vote (Pantheon, 1988, ISBN 978-0-394-55396-2)
The Breaking of the American Social Compact (New Press, 1997, ISBN 978-1-56584-476-6)
Why Americans Still Don't Vote: And Why Politicians Want it That Way (Beacon, 2000, ISBN 978-08070-0449-4)
Who’s Afraid of Frances Fox Piven? The Essential Writings of the Professor Glenn Beck Loves to Hate
2011 The New Press ISBN 978-1-59558-719-0
With Lee Staples and Richard Cloward
Roots to Power: A Manual for Grassroots Organizing (Praeger, 1984, ISBN 978-0-275-91800-2)
With Lorraine Minnite and Margaret Groarke
Keeping Down the Black Vote: Race and the Demobilization of American Voters (New Press, 2009,
ISBN 978-1-59558-354-3)
The Frances Fox Piven Papers are held by Smith College.[2]
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2014, Dec 10

The Nobel Peace Prize 2014
Kailash Satyarthi, Malala Yousafzai
© THE NOBEL FOUNDATION, STOCKHOLM, 2014
General permission is granted for the publication in newspapers in any language. Publication in
periodicals or books, or in digital or electronic forms, otherwise than in summary requires the consent of
the Foundation. On all publications in full or in major parts the above underlined copyright notice must be
applied.
Nobel Lecture by Malala Yousafzai, Oslo, 10 December 2014.
Bismillah hir Rahma nir Rahim. In the name of God, the most beneficent, the most merciful
Your Majesties, distinguished members of the Norweigan Nobel Committee, dear sisters and brothers,
today is a day of great happiness for me. I am humbled that the Nobel Committee has selected me for
this precious award.
Thank you to everyone for your continued support and love. I am grateful for the letters and cards that I
still receive from all around the world. Reading your kind and encouraging words strengthens and inspires
me.
I would like to thank my parents for their unconditional love. Thank you to my father for not clipping my
wings and for letting me fly. Thank you to my mother for inspiring me to be patient and to always speak
the truth- which we strongly believe is the real message of Islam.
I am very proud to be the first Pashtun, the first Pakistani, and the first young person to receive this
award. I am pretty certain that I am also the first recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize who still fights with
her younger brothers. I want there to be peace everywhere, but my brothers and I are still working on
that.
I am also honoured to receive this award together with Kailash Satyarti, who has been a champion of
children's rights for a long time. Twice as long, in fact, than I have been alive. I am also glad that we can
stand together and show the world that an Indian and a Pakistani can be united in peace and together
work for children's rights.
Dear brothers and sisters, I was named after the inspirational Pashtun Joan of Arc, Malalai of Maiwand.
The word Malala means "grief stricken", "sad", but in order to lend some happiness to it, my grandfather
would always call me Malala – The happiest girl in this world and today I am very happy that we are
standing together for an important cause.
This award is not just for me. It is for those forgotten children who want education. It is for those
frightened children who want peace. It is for those voiceless children who want change.
I am here to stand up for their rights, raise their voice ... it is not time to pity them. It is time to take action
so it becomes the last time that we see a child deprived of education.
I have found that people describe me in many different ways.
Some people call me the girl who was shot by the Taliban
And some, the girl who fought for her rights
Some people, call me a "Nobel Laureate" now
As far as I know, I am just a committed and stubborn person who wants to see every child getting quality
education, who wants equal rights for women and who wants peace in every corner of the world.
Education is one of the blessings of life—and one of its necessities. That has been my experience during
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the 17 years life. In my home in Swat Valley, in the north of Pakistan, I always loved school and learning
new things. I remember when my friends and I would decorate our hands with henna for special
occasions. Instead of drawing flowers and patterns we would paint our hands with mathematical formulas
and equations.
We had a thirst for education because our future was right there in that classroom. We would sit and read
and learn together. We loved to wear neat and tidy school uniforms and we would sit there with big
dreams in our eyes. We wanted to make our parents proud and prove that we could excel in our studies
and achieve things, which some people think only boys can.
Things did not remain the same. When I was ten, Swat, which was a place of beauty and tourism,
suddenly changed into a place of terrorism. More than 400 schools were destroyed. Girls were stopped
from going to school. Women were flogged. Innocent people were killed. We all suffered. And our
beautiful dreams turned into nightmares.
Education went from being a right to being a crime.
But when my world suddenly changed, my priorities changed too.
I had two options, one was to remain silent and wait to be killed. And the second was to speak up and
then be killed. I chose the second one. I decided to speak up.
The terrorists tried to stop us and attacked me and my friends on 9th October 2012, but their bullets could
not win.
We survived. And since that day, our voices have only grown louder.
I tell my story, not because it is unique, but because it is not.
It is the story of many girls.
Today, I tell their stories too. I have brought with me to Oslo, some of my sisters, who share this story,
friends from Pakistan, Nigeria and Syria. My brave sisters Shazia and Kainat Riaz who were also shot
that day in Swat with me. They went through a tragic trauma too. Also my sister Kainat Somro from
Pakistan who suffered extreme violence and abuse, even her brother was killed, but she did not
succumb.
And there are girls with me, who I have met during my Malala Fund campaign, who are now like my
sisters, my courageous 16 year old sister Mezon from Syria, who now lives in Jordan in a refugee camp
and goes from tent to tent helping girls and boys to learn. And my sister Amina, from the North of Nigeria,
where Boko Haram threatens and kidnaps girls, simply for wanting to go to school.
Though I appear as one girl, one person, who is 5 foot 2 inches tall, if you include my high heels. I am not
a lone voice, I am many.
I am Shazia.
I am Kainat Riaz.
I am Kainat Somro.
I am Mezon.
I am Amina. I am those 66 million girls who are out of school.
People like to ask me why education is important especially for girls. My answer is always the same.
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What I have learnt from the first two chapters of the Holy Quran, is the word Iqra, which means "read",
and the word, nun wal-qalam which means "by the pen"?
And therefore as I said last year at the United Nations, "One child, one teacher, one pen and one book
can change the world."
Today, in half of the world, we see rapid progress, modernisation and development. However, there are
countries where millions still suffer from the very old problems of hunger, poverty, injustice and conflicts.
Indeed, we are reminded in 2014 that a century has passed since the beginning of the First World War,
but we still have not learnt all of the lessons that arose from the loss of those millions of lives a hundred
years ago.
There are still conflicts in which hundreds of thousands of innocent people have lost their lives. Many
families have become refugees in Syria, Gaza and Iraq. There are still girls who have no freedom to go to
school in the north of Nigeria. In Pakistan and Afghanistan we see innocent people being killed in suicide
attacks and bomb blasts.
Many children in Africa do not have access to school because of poverty.
Many children in India and Pakistan are deprived of their right to education because of social taboos, or
they have been forced into child labour and girls into child marriages.
One of my very good school friends, the same age as me, had always been a bold and confident girl and
dreamed of becoming a doctor. But her dream remained a dream. At age of 12, she was forced to get
married and then soon had a son at an age when she herself was a child – only 14. I know that my friend
would have been a very good doctor.
But she couldn't ... because she was a girl.
Her story is why I dedicate the Nobel Prize money to the Malala Fund, to help give girls everywhere a
quality education and call on leaders to help girls like me, Mezun and Amina. The first place this funding
will go is where my heart is, to build schools in Pakistan—especially in my home of Swat and Shangla.
In my own village, there is still no secondary school for girls. I want to build one, so my friends can get an
education—and the opportunity it brings to fulfil their dreams.
That is where I will begin, but it is not where I will stop. I will continue this fight until I see every child in
school. I feel much stronger after the attack that I endured, because I know, no one can stop me, or stop
us, because now we are millions, standing up together.
Dear brothers and sisters, great people,who brought change, like Martin Luther King and Nelson
Mandela, Mother Teresa and Aung San Suu Kyi, they once stood here on this stage. I hope the steps that
Kailash Satyarti and I have taken so far and will take on this journey will also bring change – lasting
change.
My great hope is that this will be the last time we must fight for the education of our children. We want
everyone to unite to support us in our campaign so that we can solve this once and for all.
Like I said, we have already taken many steps in the right direction. Now is the time to take a leap.
It is not time to tell the leaders to realise how important education is - they already know it - their own
children are in good schools. Now it is time to call them to take action.
We ask the world leaders to unite and make education their top priority.
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Fifteen years ago, the world leaders decided on a set of global goals, the Millennium Development Goals.
In the years that have followed, we have seen some progress. The number of children out of school has
been halved. However, the world focused only on expanding primary education, and progress did not
reach everyone.
Next year, in 2015, representatives from around the world will meet at the United Nations to decide on the
next set of goals, the Sustainable Development Goals. This will set the world's ambition for generations to
come. Leaders must seize this opportunity to guarantee a free, quality primary and secondary education
for every child.
Some will say this is impractical, or too expensive, or too hard. Or even impossible. But it is time the
world thinks bigger.
Dear brothers and sisters, the so-called world of adults may understand it, but we children don't. Why is it
that countries which we call "strong" are so powerful in creating wars but so weak in bringing peace? Why
is it that giving guns is so easy but giving books is so hard? Why is it that making tanks is so easy, but
building schools is so difficult?
As we are living in the modern age, the 21st century and we all believe that nothing is impossible. We can
reach the moon and maybe soon will land on Mars. Then, in this, the 21st century, we must be
determined that our dream of quality education for all will also come true.
So let us bring equality, justice and peace for all. Not just the politicians and the world leaders, we all
need to contribute. Me. You. It is our duty.
So we must work ... and not wait.
I call upon my fellow children to stand up around the world.
Dear sisters and brothers, let us become the first generation to decide to be the last.
The empty classrooms, the lost childhoods, wasted potential—let these things end with us.
Let this be the last time that a boy or a girl spends their childhood in a factory.
Let this be the last time that a girl gets forced into early child marriage.
Let this be the last time that an innocent child loses their life in war.
Let this be the last time that a classroom remains empty.
Let this be the last time that a girl is told education is a crime and not a right.
Let this be the last time that a child remains out of school.
Let us begin this ending.
Let this end with us.
And let us build a better future right here, right now.
Thank you.
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